TEAM APPAREL
2013 - 2014
Melton Jacket
$140 \text{ GST} // XS - 4XL // MENS
$135 \text{ GST} // XS - XL // YOUTH
80\% wool / 20\% nylon inner zippered storm flap with knit collar for comfort and style. 5 button closure for added warmth, quilted lining.
Includes logo A or B

Heavyweight Parka
$120 \text{ GST} // XS - 2XL // MENS
$110 \text{ GST} // XXS - XL // YOUTH
3M™ Thinsulate™ insulation is breathable, retains insulating abilities even under damp conditions and dries easily.
Includes logo A or B

Playoff Jacket
$90 \text{ GST} // S - 3XL // MENS
$80 \text{ GST} // XS - L // YOUTH
Polar fleece Lined, all zippers are rubber-tipped and have semi-auto-lock feature. Woven polyester, anti-static treatment. Water and wind resistant.
Includes logo A or B

Insulated Softshell
$85 \text{ GST} // S - 4XL // MENS
$75 \text{ GST} // XS - XL // YOUTH
96\% polyester / 4\% spandex 3-layer bonded fleece insulated softshell. Full body thermal quilted insulation lining. Zipper 60 Day Warranty.
3-4 Week Delivery.
Includes logo A or B
Grizzlies Team Apparel

Team SoftShell Jacket
$80 \text{GST} // S - 2XL // MENS
$75 \text{GST} // XXS - XL // YOUTH
Water-resistant polyester microfiber outer shell with soft brushed fleece lining. 2 front welt pockets with reverse coil zippers.
Includes logo A or B

Midweight Jacket
$75 \text{GST} // XS - 2XL // MENS
$70 \text{GST} // XXS - XL // YOUTH
Water-resistant polyester dobby. Polyester micro-fleece.
Includes logo A or B

Retro Softshell
$70 \text{GST} // S - 4XL // MENS
$70 \text{GST} // S - XL // YOUTH
Soft Shell with 2 Tone Trim, 100% polyester, 2 Side Slash Pockets, wind and waterproof, elastized collar, waist and cuff.
Includes logo A or B

Puck Warm Up Jacket
$75 \text{GST} // S - 2XL // MENS
$70 \text{GST} // S - XL // YOUTH
Double weave polyester fabric combines a durable, water resistant outer shell with a soft insulated lining.
Includes logo A or B
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Puck Warm Up Pants
$55 // S - 2XL // MENS
$55 // S - XL // YOUTH
Double weave polyester fabric combines a durable, water resistant outer shell with a soft insulated lining.

Team Scout II 1/4 Zip
$65 // S - 2XL // MENS
Available in Black/White, Graphite/White. Lightweight, textured knit fabrication for clean, athletic look, raglan sleeves for ultimate mobility.
Includes logo A or B

Lightweight Jacket
$75 // S - 2XL // MENS
$65 // XXS - XL // YOUTH
Bauer Lightweight warm up jackets are your classic hockey team warm up jackets.
Includes logo A or B

Lightweight Pants
$45 // S - 2XL // MENS
$40 // XXS - XL // YOUTH
2 on-seam pockets, 1 back pocket with zipper closure. Inside mesh lining is treated with 3M Scotchgard™ Protector moisture wicking finish.
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Game Ready Jacket
$65 \text{gst} // S - 3XL // MENS
$55 \text{gst} // XS - XL // YOUTH
All zippers are rubber-tipped and have semi-auto-lock feature. Open hem waist with draw cord. Anti-static treatment.
Includes logo A or B

Game Ready Pants
$40 \text{gst} // S - 3XL // MENS
$35 \text{gst} // XS - XL // YOUTH

Fleece Team Hoody
$65 \text{gst} // S - 3XL // MENS
$60 \text{gst} // S - XL // YOUTH
Available in black, grey. Loose fit for enhanced range of motion & breathable comfort no matter where your workout takes you.
Includes logo A Crest

Fleece Team Pants
$55 \text{gst} // S - 2XL // MENS
$50 \text{gst} // S - XL // YOUTH
Signature Moisture Transport System wicks away sweat to keep you dry and light. Color: Black/White, True Grey.
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Premium Team Zip Hoody
$60 \text{ GST} // S - 2XL // MENS
$55 \text{ GST} // XXS - XL // YOUTH
Light-weight full zip hoody made from moisture wicking polyester. Fully lined 3-piece hood. 2 front welt pockets. Drawcords on Senior style only. Includes logo A or B

Premium Team Sweatpants
$40 \text{ GST} // S - 2XL // MENS
$35 \text{ GST} // XXS - XL // YOUTH
Light-weight full zip hoody made from moisture wicking polyester. Bottom zippers are set 2.5" above the bottom of each leg opening to allow for easy alterations.

Retro Hockey Hoody
$45 \text{ GST} // S - 3XL // MENS
$40 \text{ GST} // S - XL // YOUTH
14oz 50/50 cotton/poly fleece. Double ply hood. Contrasting arm stripes, neck placket and inside of hood. Includes logo E, F or G

Hype Hoody
$30 \text{ GST} // S - 5XL // MENS
$28 \text{ GST} // 4 - 16 // YOUTH
100% polyester fleece. Kangaroo front pocket. Drawstring in hood. Includes logo E, F or G
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Triple Threat L/S
$40_{\text{+GST}} // S - 3XL // MENS
$40_{\text{+GST}} // M - L // YOUTH
Close Fitting, triple Gusset T3 Design, flat seams, 4-way stretch, MST technology, Bact-Out, odour dissipating.
Includes logo A, B, C or D

Triple Threat S/S
$35_{\text{+GST}} // S - 3XL // MENS
$30_{\text{+GST}} // M - L // YOUTH
Close Fitting, triple Gusset T3 Design, flat seams, 4-way stretch, MST technology, Bact-Out, odour dissipating.
Includes logo A, B, C or D

Locker S/S Tee
$25_{\text{+GST}} // S - 3XL // MENS
$20_{\text{+GST}} // S - XL // YOUTH
The newly upgrade essential UAT, lightweight fabrication with soft and superior moisture transport. Color: True Grey Heather, Black.
Includes logo A, B, C or D

Locker L/S Tee
$27.50_{\text{+GST}} // S - 3XL // MENS
$27.50_{\text{+GST}} // S - XL // YOUTH
The newly upgrade essential UAT, lightweight fabrication with soft and superior moisture transport. Color: True Grey Heather, Black.
Includes logo A, B, C or D
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**Taj Pull Over Hoodie**
$30 + GST // S - 4XL // UNISEX  
$25 + GST // S - 2XL // YOUTH  
*Pull Over Hoodie available in black, charcoal, gold. Comfy to wear, double ply hood. 14oz 50/50 cotton, poly fleece.*  
*Includes logo E, F or G*

**Core SS Team Tee**
$20 + GST // S - XL // MENS  
$17.50 + GST // XXS - XL // YOUTH  
*60% cotton, 40% polyester jersey short sleeve t-shirt.*  
*Includes logo A, B, C or D*

**Ultra Cotton S/S Tee**
$15 + GST // S - 3XL // MENS  
$12 + GST // XS - XL // YOUTH  
*Available in black, gold, heather grey. 100% Cotton preshrunk jersey knit, double-needle sleeve.*  
*Includes logo E, F or G*

**Team Short**
$20 + GST // XS - 2XL // MENS  
$20 + GST // XXS - XL // YOUTH  
*Lightweight and quick drying, making it ideal for dry-land workouts. The left leg has a screened Bauer logo.*
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Premium Practice Jersey
$23 \text{gst} // \text{S - 3XL - GC // ADULT}
$21 \text{gst} // \text{XS - XL - GC // YOUTH}
The Bauer Premium Jersey is constructed with a midweight interlock fabric & reinforced stitching. Great look without breaking the bank.

Premium Practice Socks
$16 \text{gst} // \text{S/M28” - L/XL30” // ADULT}
$16 \text{gst} // \text{S/M22” L/XL25” // YOUTH}
Mid-weight pique and mesh form-fitting sock. Hook and loop sock fasteners; reinforced seams for durability.

ATAC Sublimated Game Socks
$30 \text{gst} // \text{24/30 // ADULT}
$30 \text{gst} // \text{24/30 // YOUTH}
Minimum 12 Pairs. 4 Weeks Delivery.
Includes logo A

Nexus Pant Shell
$45 \text{gst} // \text{S - 2XL // ADULT}
$35 \text{gst} // \text{XS - XL // JR}
$65 \text{gst} // \text{S - 2XL // ADULT GOALIE}
$60 \text{gst} // \text{S - L // JR GOALIE}
Custom Stripping Available. Minimum 12 Shells.
Includes logo A or B
Team Premium Bag Goalie
$120 \text{ GST} / 40“ X 20” X 20”
Durable waterproof polyvinyl, heavy-duty double zippers with nylon pulls on main opening, longer straps for easy carry. Minimum 12.

Team Premium Bag Large
$110 \text{ GST} / 32” X 20” X 15”
Durable waterproof polyvinyl, heavy-duty double zippers with nylon pulls on main opening, longer straps for easy carry. Minimum 12.

Team Premium Bag Medium
$100 \text{ GST} / 30” X 18” X 15”
Durable waterproof polyvinyl, heavy-duty double zippers with nylon pulls on main opening, longer straps for easy carry. Minimum 12.

Team Premium Bag Duffle
$75 \text{ GST} / 22” X 12” X 12”
Durable waterproof polyvinyl, heavy-duty double zippers with nylon pulls on main opening, longer straps for easy carry. Minimum 12.
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Cell Phone Bag
$125

24 Cell phone Compartments, ID window on each compartment, rolls up for easy storage, customizing available.

36” Team Hockey Bag
$90

Kobe 1200 Denier team hockey bag with internal skate pockets, durable PVC bottom, reinforced handles, clear ID window, top center opening.

Includes logo A

40” Team Hockey Bag
$100

Kobe 1200 Denier team hockey bag with internal skate pockets, durable PVC bottom, reinforced handles, clear ID window, top center opening.

Includes logo A

Team Stick Bag
$125

Reinforced bottom & ends, holds up to 7 dozen sticks, ID window, 3 tightening straps with metal “D” rings, custom features available, Available in black.
Size: 75” x 17” x 16”
Materials: Sterling or Cordura
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Team Stretch Mesh Back Cap
$25 +GST // S/M - M/L // YOUTH

Adjustable Team Cap
$25 +GST // OSFA
Includes logo C or D

Flat Brim Hat
$25 +GST // S/M 6 7/8” - 7 1/4” - L/XL 7 1/4” - 7 5/8”
$25 +GST // 6 1/2” - 7” - 6 7/8”
Pro-baseball on-field shape with flat visor, matching fabric sweatband, 210 taping on inside seams.
Includes logo C or D

Acrylic Beanie with Soft Brim
$15 +GST // OSFA
Rib knit, warm, loose fit.
Includes logo C or D

Acrylic Board Toque
$15 +GST // OSFA
Rib knit, warm.
Includes logo C or D
Empire Wool Jacket
$120 \text{ GST} \hspace{1em} // \hspace{1em} XS - 2XL \hspace{1em} // \hspace{1em} WOMENS
63\% \text{ wool} / 29.5\% \text{ polyester} / 3.8\% \text{ acrylic} / 2\% \text{ viscose} / 1.7\% \text{ nylon}, \text{ Full button closure and silky smoothpoly liner, inside pocket.}
Includes logo A or B

Moritz Jacket
$110 \text{ GST} \hspace{1em} // \hspace{1em} XS - 2XL \hspace{1em} // \hspace{1em} WOMENS
The Moritz insulated jacket has a breathable membrane and waterproof finish, along with a trendy heather stripe pattern.
Includes logo A or B

City Softshell
$85 \text{ GST} \hspace{1em} // \hspace{1em} XS - 3XL \hspace{1em} // \hspace{1em} WOMENS
Thermal retention shock cord at hood, two lower front concealed zippered pockets with embossed rivets on welts.
Includes logo A or B

Insulated Softshell
$85 \text{ GST} \hspace{1em} // \hspace{1em} XS - 2XL \hspace{1em} // \hspace{1em} WOMENS
96\% \text{ polyester} / 4\% \text{ spandex} 3-layer bonded fleece insulated softshell. Full body thermal quilted insulation lining.
Includes logo A or B
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Lightweight Jacket
$75 \text{gst} \ // \ XS - XL \ // \ WOMENS

Bauer lightweight warm up jackets are your classic hockey team warm up jackets.

Includes logo A or B

Lightweight Pants
$45 \text{gst} \ // \ XS - XL \ // \ WOMENS

2 on-seam pockets, 1 back pocket with zipper closure. Inside mesh lining is treated with 3M™ Scotchgard™ Protector moisture wicking finish.

Game Ready Jacket
$65 \text{gst} \ // \ XS - XL \ // \ WOMENS

All Zippers are rubber tipped and have semi auto lock feature. Woven polyester. Anti static treatment. Quiet Touch.

Includes logo A or B

Game Ready Pants
$40 \text{gst} \ // \ XS - XL \ // \ WOMENS

All Zippers are rubber tipped and have semi auto lock feature. Woven polyester. Anti static treatment. Quiet Touch and leg zippers.
Stellar Yoga Pants
$60 \text{ GST} // \text{XS - 2XL // WOMENS}

Available in black. 2-way stretch, MST technology, Bact-Out, odour dissipating.

Triple Threat S/S Shirt
$45 \text{ GST} // \text{XS - 2XL // WOMENS}

Close Fitting, triple Gusset T3 Design, flat seams, 4-way stretch, MST technology, Bact-Out, odour dissipating.

Includes logo A, B, C or D

Triple Threat L/S Shirt
$50 \text{ GST} // \text{XS - 2XL // WOMENS}

Close Fitting, triple Gusset T3 Design, flat seams, 4-way stretch, MST technology, Bact-Out, odour dissipating.

Includes logo A, B, C or D

Offside Lace Up Top
$35 \text{ GST} // \text{XS - XL // WOMENS}

Hockey lace detail on sleeve with actual hockey laces, loose fitting, comfortable raglan cut 2-way stretch MST, technology Bact-Out.

Includes logo A or B
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Storm Full Zip Hoodie
$75 \text{ (est)} / \text{ XS - XL } / \text{ WOMENS}
Available in black. Semi-fitted. A slimmer athletic cut that delivers better mobility by eliminating the bulk of extra fabric.
AVAILABLE LATE OCTOBER
Includes logo A or B

Fleece Hoodie
$60 \text{ (est)} / \text{ XS - XL } / \text{ WOMENS}
Available in black, charcoal. Superior Moisture Transport System wicks away sweat to keep you drier, longer. 100% polyester. Semi-fitted.
Includes logo A Crest

Fleece Pants
$50 \text{ (est)} / \text{ XS - XL } / \text{ WOMENS}
Available in black, charcoal. Superior Moisture Transport System wicks away sweat to keep you drier, longer. 100% polyester. Semi-fitted
GRIZZLIES APPROVED LOGOS

Logo A
Embroidery on Jackets Left Chest
Crest on Hoody

Logo B
Embroidery on Jackets Left Chest

Logo C
Embroidery
Hat/ Back Yoke/ Pant Calf

Logo D
Embroidery
Hat/ Back Yoke/ Pant Calf
**GRIZZLY'S APPROVED LOGOS**

**Logo E**
Only Available in Heat Press on Hoodies and T-Shirts

**Logo F**
Only Available in Heat Press on Hoodies and T-Shirts

**Logo G**
Only Available in Heat Press on Hoodies and T-Shirts

**NAME #15**

**Personalization**

$5 \text{cost} //\text{NAME}$
$5 \text{cost} //\text{NUMBER}$
$7.50 \text{cost} //\text{NAME} & \text{NUMBER}$

0.5” Height of Letter, Numbers
Contact Travis Mogck in our Team Division

travis@getitattbs.com

Ask About Custom Order Today